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Numerical integrations of the structure function of tropospheric inhomogeneities have

been performed to assess the impact of water vapor fluctuations on connected element

interferometo' (CEI). The expectation value of the RMS troposphere error for a differen-

tial spacecraft-quasar observation is derived by integrating the spatial refractivity structure

function along raypaths to both the spacecraft and quasar from two spatially separated

sites. Correlations between the tropospheric conditions at the two sites, which can become

significant /'or short baseline observations, are full), accounted for in this calculation.

Temporal effects are treated by assuming a frozen-flow model in which a fixed spatial

distribution blows over both sites. Two "nominal" observation scenarios are considered,

along with variations to study the dependence of the resultant differential troposphere

errors on baseline length, observation time, source separation angle, and elevation. Con-

secutive differential observations are found to be almost completely uncorrelated, imply-

ing that averaging man), repeated differential observations can quickly reduce the tropo-

sphere error.

I. Introduction

Uncalibrated signal delays due to propagation through the

earth's atmosphere constitute one of the dominant error

sources for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). In par-

ticular, the delay component due to the wet troposphere is

difficult to calibrate and can vary significantly both tempo-

rally and from site to site. For intercontinental measurements,

the troposphere is typically modeled as a horizontally strati-

fied distribution of water vapor, and a single parameter, the

zenith wet troposphere delay, characterizes the troposphere

at a given epoch and site. A mapping function (e.g., the Lanyi

mapping function [1]) is used to determine the troposphere

delay at other elevation angles. Surface meteorology can pro-

vide zenith wet troposphere calibrations with an accuracy of

about 3 cm I [2], while water vapor radiometry offers the

potential for 1-cm zenith calibrations [3].

1S. E. Robinson, "Errors in Surface Model Estimates of Zenith Wet

Path Delays Near DSN Stations," JPL Interoffice Memorandum

335.4-594 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

California, September 3, 1986.
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In reality, the troposphere deviates significantly from this

stratified model, because of spatial and temporal variations in

the water vapor distribution. Tatarski [4] and lshimaru [5]

characterize spatial variations in the density of water vapor

according to a power law structure function derived from

Kolmogorov turbulence theory. Treuhaft and Lanyi [6, 7]

have performed numerical integrations of this power law to

derive a spatial structure function

D, o,_,(p) = <(ro,o(x + O) - ro,_(x)) 2 > (1)

where r o,e(x) is the wet tropospheric delay, observed from

position x at elevation 0 and azimuth _ relative to the base-

line vector p. To the extent that the wet troposphere can be

modeled as a fixed spatial distribution of water vapor blowing

over a site, this spatial structure function can also be used to

describe temporal variations at a single site by replacing the

baseline vector p with the product of windspeed v and time t

[5-71.

Using the DSN Block 0 VLBI dataset, Treuhaft and Lanyi

[6, 7] have shown that these temporal variations are a domi-

nant error source for the VLBI phase-rate observable. On the

other hand, given Block 0 system noise contributions, the

delay-observable error for intercontinental VLBI is dominated

more by overall zenith delay uncertainty than by the small-

scale spatial and temporal fluctuations at each site. Certain ob-

servation scenarios, however, can lead to a significant reduc-

tion in the error component due to the zenith uncertainty and

thereby increase the relative importance of the stochastic

troposphere errors. For Delta-Differenced One-way Range

(&DOR) observations, in which delay measurements are made

for a pair of angularly close radio sources (typically a space-

craft and a quasar), significant cancellation is obtained in the

tropospheric delay error due to the proximity of the raypaths

at each site. In addition, for short baseline observations, the

troposphere delays over the two stations become highly cor-

related. In both these scenarios, the troposphere delay error

due to zenith delay uncertainty in the context of a stratified

troposphere model is greatly reduced. A proper understanding

of the delay error budget requires a careful treatment of the

spatial and temporal troposphere inhomogeneities.

In this article, both these sources of correlation are con-

sidered. Numerical integrations are performed to calculate the

size of delay errors for differential delay observations of a pair

of radio sources on short baselines. The motivation for this

analysis is a desire to quantify the impact of the wet tropo-

sphere on differential spacecraft-quasar CEI navigation mea-

surements and to explore the dependence of the troposphere

error on observation parameters such as baseline length, time

difference between observations, source-pair separation angle,

and elevation angle. These results should also be of interest for

GPS applications: in particular, the calculations reported here

are relevant to the proper weighting of spacecraft-differenced

range data on small-scale regional networks.

For CEI, it is crucial to understand the delay error budget

at the millimeter level, since a 1-mm delay error on a 20-km

baseline represents a 50-nrad angular error. (To put this in

perspective, Block I VLBI on intercontinental baselines will

deliver roughly 50-nrad angular accuracy for the upcoming

Galileo mission.2t This article refers to the CEI differential

delay measurement as ADO@ to emphasize that the observ-

able is based on the highly precise phase-delay datatype. Exist-

ing Block 0 VLB! observations on the DSS-12-DSS-13 and

DSS-13-OVRO baselines have already demonstrated phase-

delay precision (based on quasar SNRI of under 1 psec, with

residual scatter for angularly close sources on the order of

10 psec [8, 9].

The analysis reported here constitutes a straightforward

extension of the work of Treuhaft and Lanyi [6, 7]. Whereas

their structure function Dr, o,_,(p) represents the expected vari-

ance of the troposphere delay along two lines of sight, sepa-

rated by a distance p, the calculations here will involve four

lines of sight, one at each station for each of the two radio

sources. All correlations among the fluctuations on these four

raypaths are accounted for in this analysis.

II. Derivation of the &DOdb Troposphere
Error

Let raDo_ , be the troposphere-induced differential phase-

delay error:

raP°* = [r°A '_ (P) - r°A ,cA(0)1

- [roB.%(,o - vSt) - roB,e_B(-VSt)] (2)

Each r represents the troposphere delay along a certain line-of-

sight. The indices A and B refer to the two radio sources, p is

the vector between the two sites, v is the wind velocity, and 8t

is the time between observations of A and B. The first two

2j. B. Thomas, "An Error Analysis for Galileo Angular Position Mea-

surements with the Block I ADOR System," JPL Engineering Memo-

randum 335-26 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, November 11, 198 I.
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terms represent the differential troposphere between the two

stations (at positions 0 and p) for the observation of source A,
while the second two terms represent the differential tropo-

sphere observed at time 5t later for the observation ofsourceB.

Following the approach of Treuhaft and Lanyi [6, 7], each

of the four path delays in this formula can be expressed as an

integration of the refractivity x(r) along the given raypath:

fhreA,¢A(X) - siloA dzx(x+ r(OA,q_A, z))

(3)

where r ranges along the 0A , ¢`4 line-of-sight, and where the ray-
path integration has been truncated at height h. One assumes

that <×(r)) and (x2(r))are independent of r. Also, throughout
this analysis, one assumes a flat earth, and hence the azimuths
and elevations at the two stations will be the same for any

given source. For baseline lengths of tens or even a few hun-

dreds of kin, this is a reasonable approximation.

1

sin 04

sinOB

By expanding this expression, interchanging the order of

averaging and integration, and making use of the relation

Dx(IX l -x 2 1) = 2<X2> - 2(X(xl)x(x2)) (5)

Substituting the delay path integrals of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2),
one obtains

the delay error is obtained as a double integral of a sum of

refractivity structure functions:

<r2aDO.> = dzdz' t sin 2 0A

1

sin _ 0B

1 Dx(Ip+r(OA,_A,z)_r(O`4,%,Z,)I )
sin 2 0`4

D (Io+r(%,%,z)-r(O.,%,z')l)
sin 2 On

2 D×(Ir(O`4,CA,Z)+V6t_r(OB,Oo,Z,)I )
sin 0A sin 0B

i Dx(JP+r(O`4,%,z)+v6t_r(OB,_s,Z,)[ }
sin0A sinOB

i IsinOA sinOB Dx(Ir(OA,%,z)-o+v6t-r(OB,_B,z )l)
(6)
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Using the Kolmogorov expression for D×(r)

Dx(r) = ((x(r)-x(O)) 2 ) = C2r 2/3 (7)

Eq. (6) can be numerically integrated to estimate 2TADO_ as

a function of p, St, OA, ¢_a, OB and _B. C is a scale factor that
characterizes the amplitude of refractivity fluctuations.

III. Numerical Integration Results

The double integration in Eq. (6) was evaluated numeri-

cally, using the same values for the three free parameters h, v,

and C as were used by Treuhaft and Lanyi [6, 7] : the effective
troposphere height h was taken as 1 km, the wind speed

Vwtna was set at 8 m/sec, and a fluctuation amplitude C of
2.4 × 10 -7 m -1/3 was adopted. These results yield a normal-

ization consistent with observed VLBI, WVR, and radiosonde

data from the three DSN complexes.

Each _DO_ observation was specified by the following

parameters:

Z =

_t =

the arithmetic mean of the elevation and

azimuth angles of the two sources A and B

the separation angle (arclength) between the
two radio sources; the separation can be

solely in azimuth (equal elevation angles) or in

elevation (equal azimuths)

the baseline length between the two CEI sta-

tions (the baseline azimuth is fixed at 0)

the time separation between the two obser-
vations

_wina = the wind azimuth

For this analysis, a "nominal" configuration was considered,

with 00 = 45 deg and _0 = 60 deg. The baseline lengthL was set
to 21 kin, corresponding to the length of the DSS-13-DSS-14

and DSS-13-DSS-15 baselines at Goldstone, wh fie the 8-m/see

wind was directed at an azimuth ¢wina = -60 deg. A separa-
tion angle of 10 deg was adopted for 6s, with a time separation
fit of 200 sec. Two cases were considered: the AZ case, for

which the angular source separation was solely azimuthal, and

the EL case, for which the sources were separated solely in
elevation. The configurations are summarized in Table 1.

The nominal configuration yielded an RMS ADO_ tropo-
sphere error of 4.52 mm for the AZ case and 4.56 mm for the

EL case. To study the dependence of these errors on the obser-

vation scenario, the configuration parameters were varied one

at a time over a range of values, and the ADOq_ troposphere

error calculated as a function of that parameter. Four param-

eters were allowed to vary: the baseline length L, the time 8t

between observations, the mean elevation angle 0o, and the
separation angle 5s. Figures 1-4 show the results of varying
each of these parameters about the nominal configurations.

A. Baseline Length Dependence

Figure 1 shows the calculated RMS ADO_ troposphere
error

° ooo f8)

as the baseline length L is allowed to vary from 1 km up to

1000 km, and all other parameters are held at their nominal
values. The solid and dashed lines indicate the results for

varying the AZ and EL configurations, respectively. For

azimuthal source separation, very little dependence on baseline

length is observed: OADO¢ iS nearly saturated even at the
nominal 21-km baseline length, and drops only to 3.1 mm

when the baseline length is reduced to 1 km. For source

separation in the elevation direction, OZXDO_ again varies quite
slowly for baseline lengths of under 100 km, but it does not

saturate as in the AZ case; rather, O,aDO_, continues to grow as

L increases to 1000 kin. This can be understood intuitively by
returning to the stratified troposphere model in which the

troposphere is fully characterized by a zenith value. For the
EL configuration, the A and B sources are at different eleva-

tion angles and hence have different zenith mapping functions.

Thus the EL case is sensitive to the zenith path-delay differ-
ence between the two sites, which tends to grow with baseline

length. For the AZ case, the elevation angles of A and B are

identical, and so any zenith delay difference is canceled.

Based on the slow L dependence observed in these plots,

one is driven towards longer baselines, subject to the con-

straint, of course, that phase ambiguities can be reliably re-

solved. Since the troposphere delay error grows much slower

than baseline length, the angular error Oaoo./L will decrease

rapidly with increasing baseline. For instance, increasing the

baseline length from the nominal value of 21 km up to 200 km

leads to less than a 20 percent increase in the troposphere
error for the EL case (and nearly no increase at all for the AZ

case), translating into better than an eight-fold improvement
in angular accuracy.

B. Observation Time Dependence

In Fig. 2, one sees the effect of varying 6t over the range
from 10 sec to 10,000 sec. The observed dependence on 6t is

much stronger than for the baseline length. In the neighbor-

hood of the nominal value of 6t = 200 sec, the dependence is
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fairly strong. For instance, for the EL case, reducing 6t to

60 sec would lower aZxDO_, to 2.6 mm, a reduction of over 40
percent. The AZ and EL cases look quite similar, with the

most significant difference being a slightly lower %DOq_ for
the AZ case at very short differential observation times.

This result suggests that minimizing the time separation of

differential observations should be an important design goal

for a CEI navigation system. In particular, maximum safe
slew rates should be used, and observation times should be

kept as short as possible while still providing sufficient SNR
to keep the inherent data noise at or below the level of the

troposphere. The wide bandwidth offered by fiber optics pro-

vides one means of reducing observation times. The current

Block 0 system, with which existing phase-delay data have

been obtained [8, 9], offers a 2-MHz observation bandwidth.

Low-noise HEMT amplifiers and single-mode fibers can sup-

port bandwidths of several hundred MHz, leading to over an

order of magnitude decrease in observation time for compar-
able SNR.

It should be pointed out that the calculations here are for

a pair of instantaneous observations, separated by a time 6t.

For observations of finite length, 8t would represent the time

difference between the midpoints of each scan, i.e., half the

scan time for source A plus half the scan time for source B
plus the slew time in-between scans. A more accurate treat-

ment would account for the averaging of the troposphere over

a scan. In other words, for a scan length of Ts, the tropo-

spheric path delay rOA ' ¢_A (X) should be replaced by a mean
path delay over the length of the scan as follows:

r--OA,+A (X,T) = at rOA,% (X- Vt)

(9)

This averaging, by effectively acting as a low-pass filter on the

troposphere with a cutoff frequency v c _- 1/Ts, will tend to

reduce OzXDO_, somewhat, particularly when the scan length

Ts is a large fraction of the time difference 8t between scan
midpoints.

where t i = {-24, -12, 0, +12, +24) sec for i = (1 ..... 5).
Substituting these mean path delays into Eq. (2) yields an ex-

pression for rZxDO. involving twenty separate raypaths. And

when this is squared to evaluate (r2Do.), there are four-
hundred cross-terms, posing a significantly larger computa-

tional task. A modification of the original program was made

to evaluate this finite-length scan version of the ADOq_ error.

For tile nominal EL configuration, the value of O,_DO, de-
creased only slightly to 4.42 nrm, a change of only 3 percent.

A similar reduction of about 3 percent was also obtained for
the AZ case. Given the small size of these corrections, the

assumption of instantaneous scans should not seriously affect
the conclusions of this analysis. (Further subdividing the scans

into more than five sections did not lead to any additional sig-

nificant reductions, verifying that the summation in Eq. (10)

is an adequate approximation of the integral in Eq. (9).)

C. Elevation Angle Dependence

Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the mean elevation
angle of the two sources, while holding their angular arclength

separation constant. For source separations in either the azi-

muth or elevation direction, the ADOq_ troposphere error

rises sharply for elevation angles below 30 deg. At these low

elevations, the atmospheric pathlength of roughly 1/sin(0)

increases rapidly with decreasing elevation, with a consequent
increase in the size of path delay variations. One distinct

advantage of the shorter baselines used in CEI is that sources

can be observed at much higher elevation angles. For a Gold-
stone CEI system, with latitude +35 deg, a source at zero de-

clination has an elevation of 55 deg at transit. The ecliptic

plane, in which most DSN missions take place, is inclined

23 deg with respect to the earth's polar axis, and so the eclip-

tic ranges from +23 deg to -23 deg declination. A source at

+23 deg declination would transit at 78 deg elevation, while a
source at -23 deg declination would transit at 32 deg eleva-

tion. Thus even an ecliptic plane source at extreme southern
declinations could be observed from Goldstone at reasonable

elevations. Nonetheless, southern declination observations

from Goldstone can be expected to be of poorer resolution,

given these lower elevation angles. As a result, optimal CEI

tracking throughout the ecliptic may warrant a second CEI

site in the southern hemisphere.

To quantify the size of this effect, such a calculation is

carried out for the two nominal configurations, with a scan

length T s of 60 sec, and approximating the integral in Eq. (9)
by dividing the scan into five sections:

5

- 1 - (x - vii) (10)_ea, _A(x, T) = T Y] _'A, *A
i= 1

D. Angular Source Separation Dependence

Finally, in Fig. 4, the separation angle 6s is varied, while the

mean values of the azimuth and elevation angles for the two
sources are kept fixed. For the AZ case, with both sources at

the same elevation angle, Ozxoo, _ is nearly independent of 6s.

For the EL case, o_DO. varies slowly for separation angles 6s

less than 20 deg, but begins to rise sharply for 6s above 40 deg.
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To understand this, it is necessary to consider the various

distance scales in the CEI observing geometry. The observa-

tion time scale of _t = 200 sec corresponds to a distance scale

of Vwi_ × 8t ; 1.6 kin. At each site, there is another distance
scale corresponding to the spatial separation of the two ray-

paths, which can be characterized by the distance r between
the two raypaths at the effective troposphere height h. This

distance r can be expressed

Changing C will only change the overall normalization of the

AD0qb error, but h and Vwfna are two of the fundamental
scales in the CEI AD0qb geometry; changing them will affect

the shape of the functional dependence of 0aDO, on L, _t,

00, and 6s. It is likely that C, h, and Vwina change on a daily
basis, and one important task would be to collect statistics on

these parameters by fitting single-site temporal structure func-

tions, perhaps using water vapor radiometers or spectral hy-

grometers as a source of data.

r -- h ,/cot20A• cot20B- : cot0Acot0Bcos(, -

(11)

For the AZ case ofO A = 0B = 45 deg, r = 2x/1 - cos(gs) which
even for 6s = 60 deg is 1.4 km. Thus, for the AZ case, the tem-

poral errors associated with the difference between observa-

tions dominate the spatial errors due to source separation, at

least for 6s < 60 deg.

For the EL case, ¢,t = _8' and so the effective raypath spa-
tial separation is

r = I cot0 A - cot0BI (12)

The results presented here represent the expected wet

troposphere error for a single ADOq5 error, with no external

troposphere calibrations. A number of different techniques

could provide further means for achieving significant reduc-

tions in the ADOqb troposphere error. For instance, water

vapor radiometers may have the potential to supply differen-

tial line-of-sight path-delay calibrations at the millimeter level.

Whereas overall zenith troposphere calibration requires highly

accurate WVR gain calibrations, differential line-of-sight WVR

calibrations place more stringent demands on the temporal
stability of the WVR, and on accurate modeling of the WVR

beam. Studies are under way to determine the short-term noise

floor of current WVRs, and to quantify their utility for dif-

ferential delay and delay rate calibrations. A 1-mm calibra-

tion capability could significantly reduce ADO_ troposphere

errors, based on the expected level of fluctuations calculated
here.

which is 1.7 km for a 5s of 40 deg, comparable to the 200 sec

scale, and which rises to r = 3.5 km at 6s = 60 deg. Thus for

large elevation separations, the spatial scale begins to dominate

over the temporal scale above 6s = 40 deg. Here again is visible

the complex interplay of the various distance scales involved in
the CEI observing geometry.

The slow variation of a_DO. with _s over the range of
0-20 deg means that for CEI observations it may be more

profitable to use a strong quasar 20 deg from the spacecraft,

rather than a weaker quasar within 5 deg. The stronger quasar

would require a shorter scan length, thereby reducing the more

dominant temporal troposphere variation. Of course, other

error sources, such as gravity-induced antenna deformations,

may argue for keeping source separation as small as possible.

A second approach to reducing troposphere errors is to

simply average many repeated ADOq_ observations. Since the
wet troposphere fluctuations are stochastic in nature, the

troposphere error on the mean of many observations will be
less than the error on each individual observation. Of course,

additional observations will help only to the extent that they
are uncorrelated from previous observations. The correlation

between successive ADOqb observations is expressed analyti-

cally as

p(Lep) =

TADO,_(t = 0)fADO.(t = Tsep))

2

OADO_

(13)

IV. Discussion

These calculations should help in the system design of a

dedicated CEI facility at Goldstone and should also serve as a

tool for optimizing observations using such a system. It is

important to remember, however, that the results obtained

are dependent on the input parameters C, h, and vwine.

where Tsep is the time separation between the two ADO_ ob-
servations (expressed as the difference between the epochs of

the midpoints of the individual ADO_ observations). The

denominator is the tropospheric delay variance for the indi-
vidual ADO_ observations, while the numerator can be ex-

panded as
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[rA(p) - rA (0)] - [rB(p - v at) - rB(-vat)] )

x ([TA(p-VZsep)-_'A(-VLep)] - ['gB(P-v_t-VTse p) - TB(-V_t-VLep]) _
(14)

where 6t is, as in Eq. (2), the separation between theA andB

sources within a single ADOq5 observation. (The subscripts A

and B implicitly refer to the source directions (0A ,OA) and

(0B,_B).)

Figure 5 shows the results of evaluating P(Tsep) numeri-
cally for both the AZ and EL configurations. The calculation

is similar to the calculation of OADO¢ in Section 1I, but with
eight rather than four separate raypaths to consider. The time

separation 6t for the individual ADO_ observations was held

fixed at 200 sec, and Tse p was allowed to vary from 10 sec
up to 10 4 sec. (Note that for Tsep <6t, the two ZXDO_ obser-
vations actually overlap.) For both the AZ and EL configura-

tions, P(Ts_p) drops very quickly as Tse p increases. By the

time Tse p has reached 200 sec, corresponding to back-to-back

ADO(I_ observations with no idle time, p(Tset) ) has dropped to
well below 10 percent. In other words, at least for the geome-

try considered here, ADOq_ observations could be conducted

continuously, and the troposphere errors %DOe for adjacent
observations would be almost entirely uncorrelated. This im-

portant conclusion means that the ADO_ troposphere error
can be rapidly reduced to the millimeter level through statis-

tical averaging of many consecutive observations.

etry, given the complex interplay of the various spatial and

temporal dimensions. To obtain meaningful error estimates
for differential observations on short baselines, it is essential

to account for the statistics of wet troposphere fluctuations.

It is hoped that future CEI covariance analyses and data reduc-

tion algorithms will incorporate these results.

V. Conclusions

CEI ADOqb observations achieve a high degree of double-

differential troposphere cancellation due to the proximity of
the stations and the small angular separation of the sources.

Fluctuations along the four ADOeP raypaths are likely to be a

dominant error source for CEI ADOqb navigation. The CE1

ADOqb geometry contains many different distance scales, com-

plicating any simple intuitive models. To quantify the effects
of these fluctuations for an arbitrary observing geometry, an

expression has been derived for the troposphere error oaDOq,

expressed as a double integral of the refractivity structure
function, similar to the single station or single source expres-
sions derived by Treuhaft and Lanyi [6, 7], but accounting

for all correlations among the four ADOqb raypaths.

Another technique which could further reduce CEI tropo-

sphere errors would be to apply the Local Reference Frame

concept in which several quasar sources are observed along

with the spacecraft. For intercontinental VLBI, a covariance

study has shown [10] that referencing the spacecraft position
to several spatially distributed quasars (instead of a single

quasar as in traditional ADOR), enables dominant systematic
error sources to be removed through parameter estimation.

Although the ,.XDO_ error budget is quite different, a simi-

lar technique might enable improved accuracy for short base-
lines. With quasars distributed spatially around the spacecraft,

particularly over a range of elevation angles, it should be pos-
sible to filter out some of the large scale troposphere inho-

mogeneities which limit the ADO'b observable. This is an-

other interesting area for future work.

One point which should be clear is that it is difficult to

intuitively estimate the troposphere error for a specific geom-

For a nominal observation scenario, this double integral has

been evaluated numerically, yielding troposphere-induced
ADO,I, errors of about 4.5 mm for lO-deg source separations,

with a very slow dependence on baseline length. A much

stronger dependence is observed for variations of the time dif-
ference between the A and B observations. For this nominal

observation, OADOq, can be reduced over 40 percent by low-
ering 6t from 200 sec to 60 sec. Observations below 20 deg

appear to be significantly degraded due to the rapidly increas-
ing pathlength and resultant increased amplitude of fluctua-
tions. For the nominal configuration, varying the angular

source separation from 0 to 20 deg produced a very slow

increase in oAl)o_. However, as the source separation was
increased beyond 40deg in elevation, aaDOq, increased

rapidly. Finally, the correlation between repeated ADOqb ob-
servations was calculated and found to be quite small, indicat-

ing that the troposphere fluctuation errors can be quickly

reduced through averaging many repeated observations.
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Table 1. Nominal observation configurations

Parameter Measurement

00 45 deg

4'0 60 deg

6s l0 deg (either AZ or EL)

L 21 km

6 t 200 sec

Vwind 8 m/sec

Cwind -60 deg

h 1 km

C 2.4 × 10 -7 m -1/3
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the _DOd) troposphere error on baseline

length. For all plots, the solid line represents the AZ configuration

(sources separated in azimuth) while the dashed line represents the

EL configuration (sources separated in elevation.) For Figs. 1-4,

the dot on each curve indicates the nominal AZ or EL configuration.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the _LDO(I) troposphere error on the

time separation between observations.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the _kDO_ troposphere error on the mean

elevation angle of the source pair. The separation arclength is held

fixed as the mean elevation is varied.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the Ano(I) troposphere error on the separa-
tion angle of the source pair. The mean elevation angle is held fixed
as the separation angle is varied.
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Fig. 5. Correlation between two successive _DOd) observations.
The X-axis represents the time separation Tsep between the mid-
points of the two _dl)O(ID measurements. For each &DO4)obser-
vation, the observations of the A and B sources are separated by a

time _t = 200 sec. So, for Tsep < 200 sec, the two &DO(I) measure-
ments actually overlap. Note that the correlation drops very quickly:
consecutive non-overlapping _d:)O(b measurements are almost

completely uncorrelated, indicating that statistical averaging can be
used to reduce the size of the troposphere errors through repeated
measurements.
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